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KHOOR™ Tobacco-Free Cigarettes Now 
Available on Amazon Prime with 2 and 4 Pack Combo Listings 

Khoor Tobacco-Free Cigarettes  

PALM CITY, FL & SEATTLE, WA -- (KHOOR LLC) — 

November 1, 2021 - 5:05 pm EST 

SMOK3D BRANDS | KHOOR™ is thrilled to announce that it has secured three (3) Amazon 
Prime listings in the last 30 days, all of which are eligible for 1-2 day FREE shipping straight 
to your door. Amazon has 300 million active users, 197 million visitors per month and 95 
million Americans have Amazon Prime Membership. These three (3) listings will increase 
access and direct to consumer distribution for adult smokers 21 and older in the United States 
(population 196 million persons 21 and older). For $11.98 ($5.99 per pack) and $23.49 ($5.87 
per pack), SMOK3D Branded Khoor Tobacco-Free Cigarettes will provide a 2 pack combo of 
Menthol, 2 pack combo of Original, and a 4 pack combo of 2 Menthols & 2 
Originals.  

Launched earlier this year, Khoor’s nicotine-free and tobacco-free cigarettes provide an 
alternative for the 55% of tobacco users who are seeking a safer, healthier smoking product. The 
DTC distribution will enable SMOK3D Brands and Khoor to achieve its mission of making 
tobacco-free alternatives more accessible for the world's 1.3 billion smokers. 

Khoor’s tobacco-free cigarettes are made with a clean, all-natural base material and are currently 
available in Original and Menthol flavors. Each Khoor cigarette contains less than 0.3% THC. 
Every pack of Khoor’s cigarettes comes with 20 sticks, with MSRP ranging from $5.99 to $8.50 
per pack retail. Despite the lack of nicotine or tobacco, Khoor tobacco-free cigarettes burn 
similar to traditional cigarettes, satisfying long-time smokers who seek the consistency of their 
smoking habit.  

KHOOR™ information can be found on Amazon HERE and the Company’s website at the 
following link (must be 21+): https://khoor.com/ 

In addition to KHOOR™ being available for purchase by the majority of smokers aged 21+ in 
the United States through our e-commerce and various retailers throughout the US. 

https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&ref=sf_seller_app_share_new
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&ref=sf_seller_app_share_new
https://www.amazon.com/Khoor-Cigarettes-Original-Nicotine-Addictive/dp/B09GV1SJBD/ref=sr_1_2?m=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&qid=1638464210&s=merchant-items&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Khoor-Cigarettes-Menthol-Nicotine-Addictive/dp/B09GYLD7TY/ref=sr_1_1?m=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&qid=1638464210&s=merchant-items&sr=1-1&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&ref=sf_seller_app_share_new
https://khoor.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&ref=sf_seller_app_share_new
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AEZ3AR9SKT7VM&ref=sf_seller_app_share_new
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SMOK3D Brands, KHOOR LLC 

“Mitchell A. Davis” 

Mitchell Davis, Co-founder and President 
For further information, please contact: 
KHOOR™ Public Relations 
(1-855-331-4563) 
info@khoor.com 

About Khoor Tobacco-Free Cigarettes. 
Khoor tobacco-free cigarettes are all-natural, American-grown hemp cigarettes, rolled with farm-
bill compliant low CBD percentage, green and clean hemp. Our filtered tobacco-free cigarettes 
look, feel and smoke just like traditional cigarettes without the nicotine, tobacco and THC. 
Khoor is a healthier alternative to nicotine-based cigarettes, providing a long-lasting experience 
that is convenient, discreet and effective.  

For more information, please visit http://khoor.com. 


